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Abstract. One approach to investigating neural death is through systematic studies ofthe changing morphology ofcultured brain
neurons in response to cellular challenges, Image segmentation and neuron skeleton rcconstruction methods developed to date
to analyze such changes have been limited by the low contrast of cells. In this paper we present new algorithms that successfully
circumvent these problems. The binary method is based on logical analysis ofgrey and distance difference ofimages, The
spurious regions are detected and removed through use of a hierarchical window fllter. The skeletons ofbinary cell images
are extracted. The extension direction and connection points ofbroken cell skeletons are automatically determined, and broken
newal skeletons are reconstructed. The spurious strokes are deleted based on cell prior knowledge, Thc reconstructed skeletons

are processed furthermore by filling holes, smoothing and exhacting new skeletons. The final constructed neuron skeletons are

analyzed and calculated to find the length and morphology ofskeleton branches automatically, The efficacy ofthe developed

algorithms is demonstrated here through a test of cultured brain neurons from newbom mice.

Keywordsl Neuon cell image, image segmentation, grey and distance difference, flltering window, neuron skeleton, skeleton
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cultured neuron skeletons

1. Introduction

The molecularpathogenesis ofneurodegeneration is

poorly understood. These challenges include high ener-
gy demand, the length oftheneural axon anddendrites -
and resulting susceptibility to cytoskelelal transport de-
fects - and their high metabolic rate, which togeth-
er with their relative paucity of antioxidant capacity,
makes them highly susceptible to damage caused by
reactive oxygen species (ROS) [1-3].

A number ofmethods have been developed for anal-
ysis of neuron extraction and imaging. These include
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an algorithm for fast, automatic extraction of neurite
structur€s based ou soma segmentation, seed point de-

tection, recwsive center line detection, and 2D-curve
smoothing [4], an automated neurite analysis method
for extracting single and connected centerlines along
newites [5], and an interactive technique forthe tracing
and quantification of elongated image structures [6].

In order to binary object images from poor quality
images, it is essential to threshold the image reliably.
Although many thresholding techniques, such as global

and local thresholding algorithms, multi thresholding
methods [7-10] and unimodal threshholding I l] have

been developed in the past, it is still difficult to deal

with images with very low quality. Such a sample cell
image is shown in Fig. 1(1), and its histogram is shown
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in Fig. 1(2). We can see that its histogram is unimodal

because of poor background.
Information taken from images of neuron cells be-

ing grown in cultwe with oxidative agents allows life
science researchers to compafe changes in neurons. It
is clear that image analysis and recognition are use-

ful tool to help our study of the neuron degeneration

in a human disorder called Zellweger syndrome. In
morphological terms, we expect to see this initial de-

terioration as the conhaction, and eventually loss, of
processes of newons grown in culture, Therefore, not

only segment neuron cell images, but also it is impor-

tant to reconstruct broken neuron cell skeletons caused

by segmentation of neuron cell images with more poor

background than that of some neuron images in the

previous research methods [1-3].
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In this paper, preprocessing prooedure, segmentation

of neuron images with poor background, is introduced
in Section 2. In Section 3, the reconstruction of cell
skeletons is developed. We then conclude our analyzer
in the final section.

The contribution of the paper is that new segmen-

tation method is firstly used to segment the cultured

neuron cell images, novel reconstruction and analysis

ofneuron skeleton are firstly developed and the neu'
ron skel€ton length (newal axons) is automatically an-

alyzed and calculated,

2. Preprocessing

Although many segmentation methods [7-10] were

developed to binary grey images, but it is still difficult
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Fig. 1. The typical image obtained from monitoring a live, unstained, neuron in culture (?: 180 mio.) and its histogram, and the distance aud

gtiy Af"r*"" histogram ofimage in Fig. 1(l) in the horizontal direction. (l) The typical neuron image. (2) The histogram ofthe neuron image.

(3) Distance difference. (4) Grey difference.
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to deal with images with poor back ground. In this
paper, the novel methods logical level technique with
difference analysis of grey region and filtering window
with contained condition are used to segment these
neuronal images [12].

2.1. Ingical level technique

Logical level technique are developed to be used to
segment document images by Kamel, Zhao [3], Yang
and Yan [14], After analyzing integrated function al-
gorithm [l5], Kamel andZhao proposedLogical level
technique. The basis idea is comparing the gray lev-
el of the processed pixel or its smoothed gray level
with some local averages in the neighborhoods, and the
comparison results are regarded as derivatives. There-
fore, pixel labeling, detection and extraction using the
derivatives, the logical bound on the ordered sequences

and the window width range oan be adopted, This tech-
nique processes each pixel by simultaneously compar-
ing its gray level or its smoothed gray level with four
local averages in the selected window region. Suppose
selected window is I,V', The window region is (2W*
1)2. Let the start point of the image be upper-left and

/(i, j) be grey intensity of coordinates (", J), and it is
eight neighboring.

Suppose each neighbor point (r, y) is the center of
region(2W t 1)2, then the average grey intensity lp(k)
ofregion (2W+ l)2 is

tp(n):
I-ra,<-<rz D-r<,<r".f (t + *, y + r) (1)

QW+t2
where if ,h :0,r: iandg : j+ l;k: l,n - i-
1 andg : j+ lik:2,r:i- 1 andg: j;k:3,
n : i- 1 andy : j- li k : 4,n :,i and g : j- li
k:5,r: i+ 1 andg: j- 1;k:6,a: i+ I and
y : jt k :'1, r : i* i and U : j+ l. Therefore grey
region difference (llp(k)) between lp(k) and f(i,j)
can be found

llp(k) : lp(k) * f(i,j) > r ft : 0, 1, ...7 (2)

where ? is predetermined parameter,

The logical level technique is

( t ir(rp(o) /1tle@\\/(up(2) A

b(i, i) : i ,,,f,[?Ij[(j,;[;i,tJrp(b))v 
(3)

|. 0 otherwise

where "1" represents object and "0" to represent back-
ground in the resulting binary image,

2.2. Innovative logical level technique with difference
analysis of grey region

We can find that logical level technique need two key
parameters, window "W " and threshold'?". Howev-
er their predetermination is difficult, and no effcient
method can be found from logical level technique. In
fact, the essence of image segmentation is the determi-
nation ofgrey regions, Therefore, we approach new
method to determine parameters, window "W" and
threshold'?" automatically based on the analysis grey
regions. Grey region can be defined as the region be-
tween each pair ofneighbor greypeak and valley points
in horizontal and vertical direction. Mathematically,
the peak and valley points of image grey histogram are

the points which make the first order derivative of im-
age grey function equal to zero. Therefore, each row
the peak and valley point sets, P6,V6, and each collum
peak and valley point sets, P, and 7, can be found.

Grey regions can be calculated based on found peak
and valley point sets, Ph,Vh,P" andV". For each
grey region two parameters are calculated. One is grey
difference between each pair ofpeak and valley points,
which can be represented as f/, (rn), n7 : l, 2, . . . k,
where ,t is region number for all rows of an image.
Another one is distance difference between each pair
ofpeak and valley points, which can be repr€sented as

Ha(m),rn : l, 2, . . .k. Furthermore, ons new data
set of grey region in which the number of points that
have same grey difference and region distance is found.
It can be represented witt Han(m),rtu: 1,2, . , , kn.

Sort Iftn(rn), nt, : 1,2, . . .len based on Han(m)
get a decreasing data set, H6na(m),rn = 1,2, . . . kn.
Therefore Hana(O) is the first number ofgrey regions

with same grey and distance difference, and it is largest.
If first i& florpt are summed

tk
sr*: I(Hana(*)). (4)

m=l

Parameter t,t is selected to meet (Stn/k) is approx-
imately equal to 30olo, where k is region number for
all rows of an image. For example, for the image in
Fig. l(l) tk : 10, kn : 931, (St* : 3125 and k :
1 1961. We can sec only 10 groups ofgrey region con-
tain 3125 grey regions which is approximately equal to
307" ofk : ll96L Therefore, here 10 groups ofgrey
region represent major property of region distribution
of the image. Based on this idea parameter W and
threshold 7 can be determined. W and ? are selected

as mean region distance and region grey difference of
t/c groups of grey region respectively. That is
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Fig. 2. The separation result ofthe image in Fig. 1, filter window and the processing results using filter windows with one object and two objects

respectively. (1) The separation result. (2) Filtcring window. (3) Using filtering window with one object. (4) Using filtering window with two

objects.

(2)(1)

where (1166)(zr) and (Hsa)(m) is region distance and
grey difference ofeach group oft,k groups in horizontal
direction respectively.

Similarly, the peak andvalleypoints, related analysis
parameters, Wo (window parameter in vertical direc-
tion) and [, (thresholding parameter iu vertical direc-
tion) in vortical direction of images can be found. The
final window parameter is W : (Wn + Wu)12)+ 2,
where being plus 2 is because of considering the influ-
ence of single point noise, and thresholding parameter
is ? : Tn * T") /2. The distance and grey difference
histograms of image in Fig. 1(l) in the horizontal is
shown in Fig. l(3-4). Based on the found parameters,

W, T and logical thresholding algorithm, the images
in Fig. I (l) can be binarized , and shown in Fig. 2(1),

2.3. Fihering window

As average smootled grey and grey difference in-
formation of image window is used, the algorithm can

binarizedpoor quality. However, if a region meets the

conditions ofbinarization, it can be selected as an ob-
ject image. For example some spurious regions are

made in Fig. 2(1). Usually valuable object image has

big size, and one part of object image is close to its
neighborparts. Spurious region is usually isolated lit-
tle region. For example, neuron images belong to such

a case. Therefore, we can detect and remove some

spurious region based the above idea.

The algorithm can be described as follows:

(1) Find all regions ofbinarizationimage, which can

be represented as R(&) , k : 1, . . . rn, where rn
is the number of regions and -l?(k) is k-th re-
gion's area size.

tk
(s)

(6)- _ D*:r(Hna)(m)
'n - ---- tk -.

u,f

b,r
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Fig. 3. The pattem models for the smoolhing skeleton.

(2) Sort .R(/c),* - 1, ... rn based their area size
in increasing order, and it is represented as

.9R(&), k:1,. ..rn.
(3) From the first region: (3.1) find minimum rect-

angle which can coverthe region,which is call as

filtering window; (3.2) find a new region which
consists of the region found in Step (3.1) and
its eight neighbor regions; (3.3) detect whether
there is the point of another object region in the
new r€gion, and then remove the processed re-
gion if not, keep the processed region if yes.

Detection region is shown in Fig. 2(2), where
(1, u), (r, u), (J, b) and (r: b) are the coordinates
of four corners of fowrd minimum rectangle re-
spectively, Ir = r - I and ub = b - uare sizes
ofthe rectangle respectively, and llr : I - lr,
rlr : r I lr, uub : u * ub and bub : b + ub.

B ased on the ab ove algorithm, the images in Fig. 2( l )
can be processed and shown in Fig, 2(3). Hierarchical
processing can be done based on new filtering window
with two neighbor regions. The processing method
can be described similar to above algorithm. Based on
the above procedure, the images in Fig. 2(3) can be
processed and shown in Fig, 2(4).

3. Reconstruction and extraction ofneuron
skeletons

After segmentation of newon images, tlere are some

broken neuron strokes (see Fig. 2(4). h order to study
the length of the newal al(on and dendrites, it is nec-
€ssary to reconstruct broken neuron skeletons and re-
move some spwious skeletons which do not belong to
neluons. The skeletons of segmented image can be

extracted by a fast parallel thinning algorithm [ 1 6] ,

3,L Smoothing of neuron skeletons

Generally, skeletons ofbinary images are not smooth
because there are some spurious points, which make

it difficult to exftact skeleton features for reconstruc-
tion [7]. Therefore, it is useful to remove spwious
points by smoothing skeletons. Also, the connection
ofskeleton should be retained. The skeleton can fur-
ther be smoothed based on some patterns as shown in
Fig, 3(l), where "0" represents backgroundpixel, "1"
represents a skeleton pixel and "x" stands for "don't
care" point, In this way, some "corner" points of the
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Fig. 4. The pattem models of "junction" points,

skeletons ure removed. In order to retain the continuity
of the skeletons, if the pixels of the skeleton belong to
one ofthe patterns in Fig. 3(2), they are saved.

There are three types ofskeleton point. Ifthere is
only one neighbor point for one skeleton point, then
the skeleton point is called as "end" point. Ifthere are

three neighbor points for one skeleton point, then the
skeleton point is called as "junction" point. Another
smoothing procedure is as follows. If a'Junction" point
is belong to one pattern in Fig. 4, where the coordinates
of two neighbor points of the 'Junction" point are giv-
en and "x" stands for "don't care" point, then let one
neighbor point ofa "junction" point as a center point of
eight-neighboring, For example, a 'Junction" point is

belongto onepattern in Fig. a(1) and its neighborpoint

Q- 1, j+ 1) is ttre center point of eight-neighboring
shown in Fig. 5(1). Ifits eight-neighborpoints are all
zero except its neighbor "junction" point (see Fig. 5(1))

then the neighbor point is spurious, and deleted. For the

pattern in Fig, 4(13), one neighborpoint (i, j- 1) is the

center point of eigbt-neighboring shown in Fig. 5 (2). If
its eight-neighborpoints are all zero except its neigh-

bor "jwrction" point and another neighbor point of the

"junction" point, then the neighbor point is sptrious,
and deleted.

Based the above algorithms, the skeleton of cell im-
age in Fig. 2(4) is show in Fig. 6(1), and its smoothed
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Fig. 5. TVo pattem models of spurious neighbor point of a 'Junctioo" point.
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Fig. 6. The skeleton ofcell image in Fig. 2(4) and its smoothed skeleton. (l) The skeleton ofsegmented cell image. (2) Smoothing skeleton,

skeleton is shown in Fig. 6(2) after the above smoothing
procedrues.

4. Reconstruction of neuron skeletons

In order to study the length ofthe neural axon and
dendrites, it is important to extract the cell skeletons.
However, there are some broken cell skeletons caused
by poor background in the binary cel1 image (see

Fig. 6(Z)). Also, there still are some spurious skeletons
in Fig. 6(2). Therefore, it is necessary to reconstruct
cell skeletons (connecting some broken cell skeletons)
and detect some spurious skeleton, and delete them.

4. L Recoh:itruction of cell skeletons

In general, if one skeleton belongs to anotler one,
the selected broken points ("end" point) should meet
following conditions: (a) the "end" points of these two
skeletons are neighboring; (b) their extension direc-
tions are reverse each other; (c) let a moving strip con-
sist ofone "end" point and its neighborpoints, then if
the strip is moving in its extension direction, the dis-

tance between one point on tl€ moving strip and its
corresponding "end" point is less than that of these two
"end" points; (d) the distance between its correspond-
ing "end" point and the line which is constructed by the
moving strip is small. The reconstruction algorithm of
skeleton can be described as follows:

(1) Find dos that is represented as the minimum dis-
tance between two "end" points which belong to
two skeletons respectively.

(2) The moving strip of one skeleton consists of flve
points which taken from the selected "end" point
and its neighboringpoints, at most, representing
as ps, and the coordinate of its first point, pe,

is (ip, jp) and the coordinate of its last point is
(ip("), ip(n)), n. ( 6, The moving strip of an-
other skeleton is represented as ss, and the coor-
dinate ofits first point, se, is (is, js) and the co-
ordinate of its last point is (is(m) , j s(m)) , ^ <
6. They are shown in Fig. 7(1). The distance
between two "end" points, (ip, jp) and (is, js),
is represented as do,.

(3) Find some angles: (a) find direction angles of
ps and ss, oo and a", that are the angles be-
tween the direction lines (from the last point
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"6nd" polnt

(2)

moving strip of skeleton. (1) The angles and angle difference of strips of broken points. (2)

I polnt

-$l

(1)

Fig. 7, The selection of connection strokes and
Moving strip of skeleton. (3) Moving regioos,

(3)

((ip(n), jp(n))) to the first point (i,p, jp) and
from ((is(rn),rs(rn))) to (is,js)) and i ax-
is respectively (see Fig. 7(1)); (b) find the di-
rection angle between the connection line pse
(from the "end" point ofps to that of ss) and
i axis, ap."i (c) determine the reverse angle of
the angle ar, representing ari asr, and calculate
the angle differences, adpp" : lao - ao""l and
ad"rp" : la", - ape"l. (d) find the total angle
difference, f o4 : adpp" * d 

"rp". 
The calculation

of all angles is demonshate in Fig, 7(l).
The strip ss extends in the direction of the angle
o, by one strip distance, all distances between
the "end" point of the strip ps and each point
in the strip ss are found, and then the minimum
distance, d"*p., is determined, One example is
shown in Fig.7(2) where the strip ss1- is extend-
ed.

Find the distance hp"" which is between the
"end" point in ps and the line which is deter-
minedby strip ss. One example is demonstrated
in Fig, 7(2) where the distance hp"" is the dis-
tance between the "end" point in ps and the line
which is determined by the strip ss2.

The selected broken points are based on the above
feature parameters. Ifthe "end" points pe and se are se-

lected as broken points, their related parameters should
meet following conditions: (a) d"*pu ( do,, and that
means the strip ss is close to the strip ps after the strip
ss's moving in the direction of the angl€ as; (b) t"a <
50o and hp"" <7, orto4 ( 70" and hpr" ( 5, and
that means the ship ss is not offset from the strip ps
too much, and the less f o4, the bigger hp"" is permit-
ted; (c) In eight regions (shown in Fig. 7(3), angles

ao and a" meet following condition: (1) 0' ( a" (
22.5" or 337.5" < a" < 360o and 135' ( ap (
225", (2) 22.5" < as < 67.5o and 180' < op <
270", (3) 67.5" < a" ( 112.5" and 225" { ao I
315", (4) 112.5' < o" < 157.5" and270" ( ap (
360', (5) 157.5" < a" 1202.5" and0o < a.p 145",
(6)202.5" ( a, ( 247,5" and 0" ( ap < 90", (7)

247.5" < a" <292.5" and 45o < @e < 135", (8)

292,5" < a" < 337.5o and 90o < @p < 180", and that
means the angle direction of the strip ps is opposite to

that of the strip ss.

Based on the above algorithm, a pair ofbroken points

can b€ det€rmined, and then all interpolated points be-

tween the selected "end" points can be made, For exam-

ple, the "end"points, (ip, jp) and (is1, js1.) Fig.7(2),
are selected as broken points, and the image skeletons

in Fig. 6 can be reconstructed and shown in Fig, 8(1)

based on the above algorithm.

It is possible that there are some small gapes in the

constructed skeletons, Therefore, it is necessary to find
all gapes in which the distauce between a pair of points

is less than 6, and then fill all gapes. After thE above

procedwe, the processing result of Fig. 8(1) is shown

in Fig. 8(2).
The image in Fig. 8(2) are skeletonized and shown in

Fig. 8(3). Based on the prior knowledge of newal cell

image, there is one 'Junction" point at least in a cell
image skeleton. Therefore, if there is no any "junction"
point in an image skeleton, then the image skeleton is

spurious, and it is deleted. Based on the algorithm,
tle image in Fig, 8(3) is further processed, and the

extracted neuron skeleton is shown in Fig. 8(4),

(4)

(5)
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Fig, 8, The skeleton recoustuction, small gap connection, the leconstructed skeleton and extracted skeletons, (l) The skeleton reconstruction.
(2) Small gape connectioo. (3) The reconskucted skeleton. (4) Extacted neuron skeletons (after removing spurious skeletons).

Fig. 9. All holes ofthe image in Fig. 8(4) are filled, and new skeletons are sxtracted. (1) The image in which all holes are filled. (2) Extracted

skeletons ofthe image in Fig.9(l).

(4)(3)

(2)(1)

4. 2. Analy sis and calculation of re c onstructed neuron
skeletons

Each region skeleton consists of some branches
(lines), and the neuron axon skeleton should be a

branch. In order to find the length and morphology

ofneuron skeleton axons, the reconstructcd skeletons

are processed fi,.[thermore. Firstly, all holes of the

reconstructed skeletons are filled based a filing algo-
rithm [8]. For example, all holes of the extracted

skeletons in Fig. 8(4) are filled shown in Fig, 9(1), Fur-
thermoie, the skeletons of the image in Fig. 9(1) are
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Table I
The data sets (chain codes and o and gf coordinates) ofthe flrst branch (line) ofskeleton 5

Point number 11 t2
x
v
code

146
132

0

r33 133 133 133 133 133 133 134 r34 134
7000000'1 00

136 136 136 t37 t37 137 138 138 138
700700?o0

x
v
code

138 r39 140 140 140 140 140 140 140
077000000

x

code

r41 142 142 t42 t43 r44 r4s 146 t4',7 L4'?

71007'1 7710

x

code

139 140
135 t34

11
l4l
t34

0

142 143 t44 145
t34 133 133 133
0000

r47 148 r49 150
132 t32 132 t32
000

Soint number l3 2423211918t715
x
v
code

r5z r53 rs4 I55 156 t57 158 159 160 16l 162
132 132

00

Point number 3231 33 34 35 36
r63
135

'7

t64 165 166 167 168 169 1.70 l?l t72 173 t74
138 138

00

Point number 37 434241 4s467'48
175 t76 r77 178 179 180 181 t82 183 184 185 186

140 140 140

000

Pornt number 525t 59 60
r87 188 189 190 191 t92 193 194 195 196 197 197

148 148

70

Point number 61

199 200 20t 202
148 148 r47 148

00t'r

x

code

extracted and shown in Fig. 9(2). The skeleton of the
image need be smoothed by the algorithm described
in Section 3.1. The smootled skeletons are shown in
Fig. l0 for the image in Fig. 9(2). Also, all "end" and
"junction" points need be extracted for the smoothed
skeletons, One branch ofskeleton is defined as a line
between a "end" point and its neighboring'Junction"
point. The chain code set of branch ,b of a skeleton is
represented as:

Cx -- {co, ct . . .cit . . . cn-t, cn} (7)

where i is the index of the line point.
code, di, is defined as:

di:c;41 -ci,
If we calculate the difference code of two neighbor-

ing points between one "end" point and its neighboring
"junction" point of smoothed skeleton, then ldi I equals
0 or 1. If there is no 'Junction" point on the smoothed
skeleton, ldll between two "end" points of skeleton
equals 0 or 1. Therefore, the branch can be linearized,
and the skuctural points ofthe branch can bc extracted
based on the above property [17].

Fig. 10. The smoothing result ofthe skeletons in Fig. 9(2).

4.3. Calculation and analysis of neuron skeletons

For the smoothed skeletons, the line and chain codes
ofskeleton branches can be found based on the follow-
ing algorithm of neighboring points. The algorithm is
as follows,

(l) The r andy coordinates of first point of the line
is those ofa "end" point ofone region. Search

The difference

(8)
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Table 2

The data sets (ohain codes and c and g coordinates) ofthe second brancb (line) of skeleton 5.

Pointnumber | 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1l 12

v
code

r8l 181 180 180 180 180 180 180 179 179 t79 179
20 2t 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3l
665666665666

Point number 13 14 15 16 l'1 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

179 178 r78 178 178 177 t77 r77 L77 r77 r7'r L'tl
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43
6s666s666666

x

code

Point number 35313027

178 179 l'tg 180 180 180 179 178 r79 179 r79 180

44 4s 46 47 48 49 50 sl s2 s3 s4 s5
176766'556667

x
v
code

Point number 5l 42 43 444l

x

code

180 181

56 57
6'1

l8l 181 181

58 59 60
676

182 182 183 184 184 184 184

61 62 63 64 6s 66 67

6667667

Point number 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57

x
v
code

184 185 185 186 186 186 186 186 187 187 187 188

68 69 70 7l 12 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

67676666766',1

Point Number 61 7l67

188 189 189 189 189 190 190 191 192 192 193 193

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 9l
676667677676

x

code

Point Nmber 79 80 EI 82 E3

x

code

193 193 194 194 195 196 196 197 197 r97 198 199

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 lot 102 103

6',t676167667'l

Point Number 85 88 89 90 9l v)8'1 9t vd

x

code

199 200 200 200 200 201 201 202 202 203 203 204 205 206

104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 ll2 ll3 ll4 115 116 rl1
6766676'.16'16?77

its chain code. Here, the chain code is eight-

neighboring.
(2) Find the second point of the line based on the

neighboring search ofthe first point ofthe line.
(3) Find otherpoints of the line beginning from the

second point's neighboring searching. If cur-

rent point of the line is a'Junction" point of the

region, then the line following is finish. If the
found point is the previous point of the line, then

the found point is not new point of the line.

For example, there are five skeleton regions in the

image shown in Fig. 10. There are 5,4,6, 11 and 7

"end" points in regions 1,2,3,4 and 5 respectively.

Therefore, the total number of lines is 5 * 4 + 6 +
ll * 7 : 33, In the skeleton 5, tlere are 7 lines

(branches), and the data sets (chain codes andn andy
coordinates) ofthe first and second branches ofskeleton

5 are shown in Tables I and 2 respoctively. The length

ofthe second line ofthe skeleton 5 is longest for neuron

skeleton 5, and it is 98 points. The length ofthe first
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(3) (4)

Fig. 11. A tpical series of cell images. (1) T : 120 min. (2) T: 60 min. (3) T: 30 miu. (4) T = 15 min'

line of the skeleton 5 is 64 points. The lengths of other
five lines (lines 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) arc 27, 5, 7, 39, 14
points respectively. Also, the chain code set of the
first line ofskeleton 5 consists ofcodes 7, 0 and 1, the
number of code 0 is largest, and the number of code 7

is larger than that of code 1. Therefore, its morphology
of the first line begin to extend from "ond" point to
its corresponding'Junction" point in the direction of
codes 7, 0 and I (from the left to the right-down). For
the second line, the chain code set ofthe first line of
skeleton 5 consists ofcodes 6, 5 and 7, the number of
code 6 is largest, and the number of code 7 is larger
than that of code 5, Therefore, its morphology of the
second line begin to extend from "end" point to its
corresponding "junction" point in the direction ofcodes
6, 5 and7 (from the uppe r to the right-down). Similarly,
the morphology of other lines can be described.

Therefore, it is possible that the length of neural
skeleton branch (axon) can be analyzed and calculated
based on the above algorithms and prior knowledge of
cultured newon cells.

5. Experiments and conclusion

An efficient and new method has been developed
for segmentation and rsconstruction of cultured neu-

ron skeleton. The segmentation algorithm of neural

cell images based on logical thresholding of grey and
distance difference analysis and filtering window have
been inhoduced.

The reconstruction of cultured neuron skeleton is

based on the prior knowledge ofneuron skeleton and
the extension analysis (extension direction, distance

and the morphological relation between the neighbor
newon skeletons).

Furthermore, the reconstructed skeletons are pro-
cessed by filling holes, smoothing and extracting new
skeletons. The final constructed neuron skeletons are

analyzed and calculated to find the length and morphol-
ogy of skeleton automatically. It is possible thattracing
analysis of neuron skeleton of scre ening newon images

can be done automatically.
The developed algorithm have been applied to a typ-

ical series of images obtained from monitoring a live,
unstained, newon in culture. To effect morphologi-
cal changes, and specifically the retraction ofneuron
cells, the cultured neluons were treated with 350 pM
of the oxidant HzOz over a period of 3 hours (t :
15, 30, 60, 120 and 180 mins). It is apparent from
the raw data (Fig, 11) that the captured images suf-
fer from poor backgrounds. Experiment results show
the efficient of our algorithms. The segmentation re-

sults of cultured neuron images in Fig. 1 1 are shown in
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(3) (4)

Fig. 12. The segmentation results of the bTical series of cell images. (1) T: 120 mia. (2) T = 60 min. (3) T: 30 min. (4) T = 15 min,

Fig. 12 based on grey and distance diference analysis,
and filter-window. The reconstruction results of neu-
ron skeletons are shown in Fig. 13 based on reconstruc-
tion algorithms describer in Section 3. Furthermore,
all holes of the reconstructed skeletons are filled and
shown in Fig. 14, and then their skeletons are €xhacted
and shown in Fig. 15. The skeletons of the images
in Fig. 15 are smoothed by the algorithm described
in Section 3.1, The smoothed skeletons are shown in
Fig. 16. The final reconstructed neuron skeletons can
be analyzed, and all data sets oflines (branches) can be
calculated automatically based on our methods,

In order to validate the proposed algorithm, we can
compare our method with some previous methods [1-
3,7-1\1. If the previous methods are used, the neu-
ral images have to have better background [-3]. If
tle segmented neural images are poor, the reconskuc-
tion, analysis and calculation of neural image cannot
be done.

For example, if three neluon images in Fig. 17 are
segmented based on some previous methods [7,9,11],
the segmented results are shown in Figs 19, 20 and2l
respectively. It is clear that these segmented neuron
skeletons in Figs 19,20 and 2l cannot be reconstruct-
ed by some previous neuron tracing methods [,S-6].

However, the segmented neuron skeletons in Fig. 18(2,
3) can be reconshrrcted and analyzed by our devel-
oped algorithms of construction and analysis shown in
Figs l5(l) and 10. Therefore, our algorithm is more
robust than that by some previous methods.

There is limitation for any method. The proposed al-
gorithm cannot work well forprocess the neuron image
with very poor background which is difficult to be seg-
mented. For example, the neuron image in Fig. l7(l)
contains special shad to make some branches form two
parts. After using the proposed method, the recon-
struction and analysis result ofthis neuron skeleton are
shown in Fig.22(6). Another neuron image with very
poor backgound is shown Fig. 22(1), it is segment-
ed by two previous methods [7,11] and our method,
and the segmented results are shown in Figs 22(2,3)
and22(4) respectively. It is clear that neuron skeletons
inFig. 22Q, 3) cannot be reconstructed by any previous
methods. Also, the neuron skeletons in Fig. 22(4) are
reconstructed by ow method shown in Fig. 22(5). It
is clear the reconstruction and analysis result are failed
as there are some spurious neuron skeleton branches in
the processed result, and the proposed method works
not well in this case. However, our method is more
robust than that of some previous methods based on the
above comparison.
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Fig. 13. The separation and skeleton reconstruction results oftypical seri€s ofcell images (Fig .12),

(3)

Fig. 14. The processing resulls ofskelcton images (Fig. 13) by filling holes
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(3) (4)

Fig. 15. The exhacted skeleton images with filling holes (Fig. 14).

(3) (4)

Fig, 16. The smoolhing skeleton images ofextracted skeleton images (Fig. 15).

193
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(1)T=5mln (2)T=120m1n,

Fig. 17. Three original neural frame images.

(3)T=180m1n.

Fig. 18. Theprocessedresultsofthreeframeimages(see Fig. 17)usingtheproposedbinarymethodandafilteringwindowwithtwoobjects.

(2)

Fig. 19. Segrnentation of imrges from Fig. 17 using Otsu's method.

(2\

Fig. 20. Segnentation ofimages from Fig. l? using the FCM method.

,,.,. i:i,i ,t " :. :,..'!- l gft, I
::",4tS6{';L'.-,rr:.t:''i;.t,4;,., . l1l,S"@;i.[t:lir *r"':',: i : :li 1: j'i";ti;

ll: : il,i..+c.l
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(2\

Fig. 21 . Segrnentation of images ftom Fig' 17 using unimodal thresholding.

(6)(s)(4)

Fig.22. 'lbefailed examples ofneruon reconstruction and analysis. (1) An original image in a neulon database, (2) Segmentation rcsult of

prlproc"ss"d ncuron image (Fig. 22(1)) using Otsu's method. (3) Segmintation reiult ofpreprocessed neuron image (Fig. 22(l)) using unimodal

ihrisholding method. (a) segnie"tation t"*u'tt ofpreprocessed'neuron image (Fig,22(l)) using the developed method. (5) Reconstruction result

ofpreproceised neuron'image (Fig. 22(a)) usioi thi proposed reconstruction method. (6) The reconstruction result ofthe segmented image

(Fig. lS(l)) using the proposed reconstruction method.
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